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Lodge: 207-778-4077
Cell: 207-491-8765

55 Morrison Hil Rd.
Wilton, ME 04294
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Hunt & Fish in Maine and New Brunswick with confidence!
Visit us online at www.stonybrookoutfitters.com

Life Member, Maine Profession Guides Association. Proud supporter of the
MWCC (Maine Wildlife Conservation Council) and the Sportsmen’s Alliance.

STONY BROOK LODGE
WILTON, MAINE
Stony Brook has lodges in two locations to insure that we do not over hunt the
areas and can continue to produce trophy game. Our Maine hunting is done
in the majestic rugged western mountains along the Quebec border. Our fall
guided hunts consist of trips for fall bear over bait, bear with hounds, whitetail
deer, bobcat and moose. Our lodge in New Brunswick (Sunset View Lodge) is
located just seven miles over the border and is nestled on the shores of Palfrey
Lake. Here we offer our spring bear hunts and ﬁshing combo trips. Both
areas are rich with game and breathtaking scenery and terrain.
Here are 20+ reasons why Stony Brook should be your outﬁtter of choice!
Outfitting and guiding is not a job to us – its our passion!
Ability to hunt remote wilderness areas without adding hours onto your
driving time.(Maine’s & New Brunswick’s best kept secret!)
Established and licensed since 1980
Life member and officer of the Maine Professional Guides Association
since 1990
Recognized as Guide of the Year in 1999 by the Maine Professional
Guides Association
WiFi Available
Stony Brook Lodge(Maine) - Free
Sunset View Lodge(New Brunswick Canada) - Minimal Charge
We guide in some of the most game rich areas in Maine and
New Brunswick
World class opportunities to take trophies of your choosing
Remote mountainous terrain with prime habitat
Established bait sites with both tree stands or ground blinds
Active, registered pre-baited black bear sites (up to 3 active sites per
hunter)
All transportation to and from your hunting area in dependable vehicles
included
Proven bear bait using our own “recipe” and baiting techniques
Professional, knowledgeable and competent guides and staff
Skilled skinning services included
Top notch, proven bear and bobcat hounds for hunting and tracking
wounded game.
Personalized service – self-imposed hunter to guide ratios(below legal
requirements)
Clean, comfortable, first class accommodations
Unmatched quality and quantity of home cooked meals and deserts
No gate or hidden fees.

STONY BROOK LODGE
WILTON, MAINE
About Us: Stony Brook was established in 1980 because of the great
appreciation of Maine’s vast wilderness and game by the owners, Bob
& Jaye Parker. Both grew up in families that were hunting and ﬁshing
enthusiasts and it just seemed right that we wanted to share that
knowledge and experience with others. We began this adventure and
found it to be exactly what we envisioned.
We specialize in big game hunting and offer personalized, professional outdoor adventures. Our commitment to you is to assist you in
making your hunt productive as well as memorable. We offer Black
Bear (with hounds and over bait), Whitetail Deer, Moose and Bobcat
hunts. Our hunter to guide ratio is 2 to 1 on Black Bear and Bobcat
hound hunts, 5 to 1 on Black Bear over Bait and Deer hunts and 1 to
1 on Moose hunts. We limit the number of hunters per week to match
these ratios thus keeping our commitment for personalized services.
We provide all meals, lodging, transportation to and from the hunting
area and guided services. There are NO gate or hidden fees.
Lodging: Stony Brook Lodge offers you the comforts of home in a
rural setting. Swap stories in the game room or relax in the den.
Sleeping facilities consist of bunk rooms containing one to three bunk
beds, depending on the size of the parties. Also, there are two rooms
available with double beds for husbands and wives. Enjoy home
cooked meals in the dining room with new and old friends.

STONY BROOK LODGE - MAINE

MAINE
Arrival/Departure Times:
Plan on arriving after 12:00 noon on the Sunday of your trip and
leaving by 9:00 am on the Saturday of the same week.
Directions:
Airport: You can ﬂy into Portland International or Bangor Airport.
Rental cars are available at the airports.
Driving: Take the Maine Turnpike north to Auburn, Exit 75. Turn
left onto Route 4, go north approximately 45 miles to the junction of
Routes 2 and 4. Stay on Routes 2 and 4 for about 3½ miles. Turn left
after NAPA store (located in a small mini-mall on the left hand side
of the road). Turn right at the East Wilton Post Ofﬁce onto Temple
Road. Go 2 miles up-hill and take the ﬁrst right after you crest the hill.
The Lodge is just .3 of a mile on this road. Look for Stony Brook sign.
Driving Distances From Major Cities to Stony Brook Lodge, Wilton
Maine:
Boston, MA 190 miles
Harrisburg, PA 600 miles
Albany, NY 315
Philadelphia, PA 480
Syracuse, NY 460
Pittsburgh, PA
800
Buffalo, NY 613
Baltimore, MD 600
New York, NY 390
Washington, DC 650
Suffern, NY 410
License Fees (subject to change):
Big Game Hunting (16 and older)
$117.00
Sept-Oct Bear Permit
$76.00
Archery Hunting (16 and older)
$76.00
$174.00
Crossbow (Includes required Big Game Lic.)
Junior Hunting (under 16)
$37.00
Nov Bear Permit
$42.00
Fishing (16 and older)
7 Day
$45.00
3 Day
$25.00
1 Day
$13.00
License General Information
Licenses are sold at the Lodge and are available upon arrival or can
be purchased direct (online) at www.maine.gov/ifw.
A bear permit is needed to hunt bear in all seasons.
Law books can be obtained by request from:
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
284 State Street, Station #41
Augusta, ME 04333
(207) 287-2571
www.maine.gov/ifw

MAINE
BIG GAME HUNTS
Bear Hunt With Hounds
This hunt is one of the most exciting
hunts available in the Northeast. We have
14 highly experienced proven hounds to
ﬁnd and track the big bruins with. Our
dog handlers have been running hounds
since their youth and work as a team with
the hounds on the hunt. You get to participate in the hunt by helping your guide
handle the dogs. You will also earn an
appreciation of the dog’s ability to run this
big game animal and your guide’s knowledge of his dogs and the game you
are hunting. We use state of the art telemetry tracking equipment to follow
and track our hounds. While this is a highly successful hunt it also allows the
hunter the opportunity to size up the bear with the help of an experienced
guide. You are under no obligation to shoot anything that does not meet your
standards. Hound hunting gives the hunter the unique opportunity to practice catch and release! The average bear weighs about 170 - 300 pounds but we
have taken bear weighing over 600 pounds! We average about a 95% success
rate on this hunt. Hound hunters, in the month of October, can take advantage of the grouse hunting while in chase. So plan on bringing your shotgun
as a bonus.
MAXIMUM HUNTER TO GUIDE RATIO = 2 / 1
PRICE: $2400.00 PER PERSON

Bear Hunt Over Bait
Maine has the largest bear population in the
Northeast and we are committed to helping you bag
one of these trophy animals. We personally guide and
transport you to your baited stand, bait your site for
you and pick you up after shooting hours. We have
approximately 250 sites that we keep active by baiting
every day. The bear are baited with special baits and
scents that will draw them from long distances and
will keep them coming back. We put you on active
stands but recommend you move after two days if you
have not killed. This helps increase your odds. All tree
stands are portable ladder stands 12’ to 14’ high. Tree stand shots vary
from 12 to 20 yards for the bow hunters. Gun hunters can expect shots
varying from 12 to 35 yards. We also have numerous ground blinds which
offer more comfort and longer shots. We have some of the best hounds in
the state to track him should you happen to wound the bruin. We hunt
the Western Mountains and Rangeley Lakes region which provides an
abundance of trophy game. The bear hunt over bait gives the hunter the
opportunity to go one on one with this admired trophy animal.
MAXIMUM HUNTER TO GUIDE RATIO = 5 / 1
PRICE: $1900.00 PER PERSON

MAINE
Moose Hunting
Maine has the healthiest population of this
incredible animal then anywhere else in the continental USA. A permit drawing controls this trophy hunt.
If you are fortunate enough to draw a permit, we can
show where the trophy moose are plentiful. The body
weight and class of this trophy animal is world class.
Success rates are extremely high. Most of the time,
moose hunting is done driving on old wood roads
scanning old cuttings where this animal spends much
of its time feeding. We also encourage walking the outskirts of the cuttings
hoping to come across a moose bedded down. Our guides are also versed in
the art of calling. We can be ﬂexible with the type of hunting you prefer. Let
Stony Brook Outﬁtters make this once in a lifetime trip one to remember.
Zones we guide in are 8,7,14,12,13,16. (Zone 16 is a November hunt)
You can make this November moose hunt a combo hunt for deer. Contact
us for details!
WE NOW HAVE ACCESS TO OVER 10,000 ACRES OF GATED
LAND FOR ZONES 7 AND 12
MAXIMUM PERMITTEE TO GUIDE RATIO = 1 / 1
PRICE: $2200.00 PER PERMITTEE
$1050.00 PER SUB-PERMITTEE

Deer Hunting
Harvesting a trophy Maine buck is truly a memorable experience and will test the skills and ability of
any hunter. Our guides know the areas we are hunting and concentrate on areas where there is evidence
of big bucks. Our experienced guides are looking
for the big rubs and active scrapes. Our terrain consists of rolling hills with a healthy mix of hard and
softwoods. We have swamps, beech and oak ridges,
some farmland and an occasional abandoned apple
orchard. We hunt over active scrapes, rubs, deer trails and feeding areas. We
will assist the hunter in putting up his portable tree stand (if he wants to
bring one) or we will make a ground blind. We also encourage still-hunting.
This can be described as “sneak & peak.” One has to move very slowly,
hunt into the wind, and be aware of the surroundings. Knowing how to
read a compass and having a GPS is helpful. Patience is very important. Big
bucks don’t often make mistakes.
Our Maine woods offer a challenging opportunity for the buck of a
lifetime and the western mountains of Maine is noted for its trophy size
deer. In addition to deer, also in season and covered by your hunting license
is bear, coyote, rabbits and partridge (ruffed grouse). We do not charge any
extra if you are lucky enough to tag any of these additional animals during
your deer hunt.
IN ADDITION...WE NOW HAVE ACCESS TO OVER 8,000 ACRES
OF PREMIUM GATED TERRITORY
MAXIMUM HUNTER TO GUIDE RATIO = 5/ 1
PRICE: $900.00 PER PERSON

MAINE
Bobcat Hunt With Hounds
Bobcat hunting is one of the most physically challenging hunts in the Northeast.
This is done by traveling wood roads early in
the morning, whether by 4-wheel drive vehicles or snowmobile, looking for respectable
cat tracks to put the dogs on. Snow conditions are of great importance to this hunt.
Hunters should be in good physical condition as the hunt may require walking long
distances in deep snow with snow shoes. It
can get extremely cold so you need to bring
long underwear, heavy socks, shirts, pants, sweatshirt with a hood,
vest, wool pants and wool coat, hat, mittens, felt lined packers and a
boot dryer.
We will go where ever necessary to insure that you get the best snow
conditions for your hunt. This is a six day hunt. You arrive Sunday
afternoon and depart the following Sunday morning.
MAXIMUM HUNTER TO GUIDE RATIO = 2 / 1
PRICE: $2200.00 PER PERSON

MAINE
What We Provide and What you Need to Bring:

We Provide:
1) All meals
2) All lodging
3) *Transportation to and from hunting area
4) All bedding
5) Tree stands (you may bring your portable, if you wish)
6) Seat cushions
7) Skinning services
8) *Guides
*Except for unguided deer hunts.
You Need to Bring:
1) Your weapon and ammunitions, or bow and arrows
2) A ﬂashlight
3) Raingear
4) A previous license or a hunter safety card
5) One large or two medium coolers
6) Your personal effects and clothing (i.e. shampoo, soap, etc.)
7) All towels and washcloths
8) November deer hunters only – solid ﬂuorescent orange vest
9) November deer hunters only – solid ﬂuorescent orange hat
10) Compass
You Should Bring:
1) Waterproof/all weather boots
2) Camo clothing (no preference) – (November deer hunters exempt)
3) Camo face paint or mask – (November deer hunters exempt)
4) Camera
5) Snacks and beverages (other than for meals)
6) Calling card or cell phone
7) Plastic bag for wet and dirty clothes
8) GPS
9) Boot Dryers
Note: We cannot provide laundry facilities; however, a laundromat is
located within 15 minutes driving time if you need it.
Laws
• No Sunday Hunting.
• No alcoholic beverages in any form while hunting or en route.
• Must show previous hunting license or hunter safety course
certiﬁcate when obtaining your Maine license.
• Firearm deer hunters and all Moose hunters must wear
ﬂuorescent orange.
• Hunters under 16 must be accompanied by an adult.

Location /Terrain: Stony Brook Lodge is located just outside of the
small town of Wilton, in the foothills of Maine’s Western Mountains.
Our hunting area covers a vast area of about 3500 SQUARE MILES.
We do this to insure that we do not over harvest the areas we hunt
thus insuring you the opportunity for trophy big game. Most of this
area is paper company lands where we lease bait sites although we do
also hunt some private and public lands as well. The Western Mountains of Maine is well known for its unique mix of swamps, beech
and oak ridges, softwoods and apple orchards and rugged remote
terrain. The vastness of this area provides excellent habitat and feed
for the big game we are looking to harvest.

STONY BROOK LODGE
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SUNSET VIEW LODGE
Location/Terrain: Sunset View Lodge originally was a ﬁshing camp
nestled on the shore of Palfrey Lake on the southern end of the East
Grand Lakes that separates Maine and New Brunswick. In 1971
Spring Bear hunting was added to the venue. The lodge is located
just seven miles over the Maine/New Brunswick boarder. The rustic
setting is easily accessible by vehicle although the road can be muddy
in the early spring so 4-wheel drive is recommended. The lake is only
a stones throw from the cabins. We transport you out to the stands
that consist of permanent tree stands or some ground blinds. Our
stands provide natural camouﬂage cover but clear shooting lanes.
Many of our bait sites have been in existence for over 30 years and
are in the heart of ﬁr and cedar country – the perfect habitat.

SUNSET VIEW LODGE
MCADAM, NEW BRUNSWICK
About Us: Sunset View Lodge has been in operation for over 100
years. We purchased the lodge in 1993 after working there overseeing
the operation for ﬁve years. This allowed for a smooth and uneventful
transfer of ownership. Plus having operated Stony Brook Lodge in
Maine for 13 years prior to taking on this operation, we were fully
versed in knowing what it takes to make a successful bear camp. We
make the same commitment for our Spring Bear hunts – to make your
hunt productive as well as memorable. We specialize in the Spring Bear
in New Brunswick. Our hunter to guide ratio is 3 to 1, in accordance
with New Brunswick law. We limit the number of hunters per week
to match this ratio thus keeping our commitment for personalized
service. We provide all meals, lodging, transportation to and from
the hunting area and guided services. There are NO gate or hidden
fees.
Although we do not guide ﬁshermen out of the lodge, we do supply
our hunters with boats, motor and gas at no additional cost. You can
wet a line and try your luck with the numerous smallmouth bass, landlocked salmon, white perch, and pickerel that inhabit the lake. We do
offer unguided ﬁshing trips at reasonable rates during our spring bear
hunting season. So if you are not interested in hunting you can still
take advantage of our hospitality and services.
In addition to great bear hunting and ﬁshing, bring your ATV. You can
ride hundreds of miles on unrestricted trails and wood roads. The best
riding available in the Northeast right from your camp door!
Lodging: Sunset View Lodge has a main lodge where the dining room
is located. There are two bunk rooms upstairs over the kitchen/dining room each of which can accommodate 6 people. We have 3 cabins,
all of which contain a woodstove, gas refrigerator, gas stove, gas lights,
a toilet and running water. The newly renovated cabins can accommodate at least 6 people each however we do not mix parties. You will
NOT be sharing a cabin with people you did not book with. These
rustic cabins are unique and charming. Plenty of room to spread out
and you can enjoy the view from your screened in porches. Each group
will have their own cabin or bunkroom. The shower house provides
hot showers with a gas hot water heater and all water is gravity fed.
The generator is run periodically during the day and every evening
providing lighting for the meals and skinning.

SUNSET VIEW LODGE - NEW BRUNSWICK

NEW BRUNSWICK
HUNTING
Spring Bear Over Bait

New Brunswick is noted for its abundant population of Black Bear and we do everything in our
power to help you take one of these trophy animals.
We personally transport and guide you to your baited stand, bait the bait for you and pick you up after
shooting hours. We have approximately 150 sites
that we keep active by baiting every day. The bear are
baited with special baits and scents that will draw
them from long distances and will keep them coming
back. All hunters are put on active stands and we
move you every two days if you have not scored. You
could have up to 3 stands in the week. This helps
increase your success and reduces the chance that the bears will become
accustomed to having hunters on the stands. All tree stands are permanent
stands 12’ to 14’ high. Tree stand shots vary from 12 to 20 yards – Bow
stands offer 12 to 14 yard shots. We also have numerous ground blinds that
offer more comfort and longer shots. All stands are strategically located to
provide cover for the hunter and natural habitat for the game. Although the
average weight of a spring bear is slightly less then in the fall, you will not
ﬁnd a more plush or soft bear hide and the hide squares the same as a fall
bear. The average bear weighs 150 to 300 pounds but we have taken bear
weighing over 500 pounds. Our weights are actual scaled weights – not
estimated!
Although we do not guide ﬁshermen, we provide our spring bear hunters
with boats, motor and gas at no additional cost. You need to bring your
own life jackets and ﬁshing tackle (ie: rods, reels, ﬂies or lures, etc.).
MAXIMUM HUNTER TO GUIDE RATIO = 3 / 1
PRICE: $1900.00 PER PERSON
2nd BEAR OPPORTUNITY: $950 (plus 2nd license fee)

SPORT FISHING PACKAGE

Palfrey Lake, one of the southern most lakes of
the East Grand Lakes, is historically known for its
impressive ability to produce trophy Landlocked
Salmon, Smallmouth Bass, White Perch and Pickerel.
This body of water, with its rocky shoreline and bottom, provides incredible habitat for ﬁshing and excellent lake structure to produce trophy ﬁsh.
We provide the sport ﬁsherman with a dedicated
14-ft aluminum boat, with a 15 horsepower outboard
motor and all the gas you need. Your cost includes
your meals, lodging and the boat, motor and gas. You need to provide your
own life jackets and ﬁshing tackle (ie: rods, reels, ﬂies or lures, etc.).
MAXIMUM 3 FISHERMEN PER BOAT –
PRICE: PER PERSON $900.00 (PARTY OF 3 OR MORE)
$950.00(PARTY OF 2) $1000.00(PARTY OF 1)

NEW BRUNSWICK
Arrival/Departure Times:
Plan on arriving after 12:00 noon on the Sunday of your scheduled trip and leaving
by 9:00 am on the Saturday of the same week.

Directions:
Airport: You can ﬂy into Portland International or Bangor Airport. Rental cars are
available at the airports.
Driving: Take 95 North (the Maine Turnpike), get off Interstate 95 at Lincoln-Mattwamkeag, Exit 227. Follow Route 6 through Springﬁeld, Topsﬁeld, Vanceboro,
where you cross the Canadian border. Come to four corners, take a left. Go about
seven miles, follow signs to Sunset View Lodge.
Driving Distances From Major Cities to Sunset View Lodge, McAdam, NB:
Boston, MA
340 miles
Harrisburg, PA
750 miles
Albany, NY
465
Philadelphia, PA
630
Syracuse, NY
610
Pittsburgh, PA
950
Buffalo, NY
763
Baltimore, MD
750
New York, NY 540
Washington, DC
800
Suffern, NY
560
License Fees (subject to change):
Hunting
$184.00
Fishing
7 Day
$45.10
3 Day
$33.00
Firearms Registration Fee: $25.00
(For up to 7 guns – Canadian funds to be paid at customs at point of
entry.)
http://www.rcmp-grc.pcaf/form-formulaire/pdfs/5589.eng.pdf
Page One (needed for up to 3 guns)
Forms must be printed and made out in triplicate. Forms should be completed prior
to arrival at the border but DO NOT SIGN UNTIL YOU ARRIVE.
Guns can be shared but must be registered by all intended users.

License General Information
Licenses are sold at the Lodge and are available upon arrival.
All hunters must be 16 years old or older.
Fishing Licenses must be purchased online. You can purchase
before you come or we can help upon arrival.
Laws
• No Sunday Hunting.
• No alcoholic beverages in any form while hunting.
• Must be 16 years or older to hunt.
• Weapons must be encased while being transported.
• Seatbelts must be worn.
• No handguns allowed in Canada.
• Firearms must be declared at the US Customs prior to bringing them to
Canada.
• One guide for every three hunters.
• Hunters 16-17 must be accompanied by an adult.
• All ﬁrearms must be registered at the Canadian border at a cost of $75
Canadian.

NEW BRUNSWICK
What We Provide and What you Need to Bring:
We Provide:
1) All meals
2) All lodging
3) Transportation to and from hunting area
4) Tree stands (you may bring your portable, if you wish)
5) Seat cushions
6) Skinning services
7) Guides
You Need to Bring:
1) Your weapon and ammunitions, or bow and arrows
2) Sleeping Bag
3) A ﬂashlight
4) Rain gear
5) One large or two medium coolers
6) Your personal effects and clothing (i.e. shampoo, soap, etc.)
7) All towels and washcloths
8) Compass
9) A bow or gun case (preferably soft)
10) A passport book or passport card will be required for all
adults. Under 16 - only needs a birth certiﬁcate.
(http://travel.state.gov/travel/cbpmc/cbpmc_2223.html)
11) Therma-Cell & Reﬁlls
You Should Bring:
1) Head net
2) Camo clothing (no preference)
3) Camo face paint or mask
4) Waterproof/all weather boots
5) Camera
6) Snacks and beverages (other than for meals)
7) Fishing gear
8) Life jackets
9) Credit Card (to be used to register ﬁrearms at the Canadian
border to insure you get an exact exchange rate)
10) Plastic bag for wet and dirty clothes
11) GPS
12) Battery for CPAP if needed (no electricity for overnight use)
Note: Bug nets can be rented at the Lodge. We cannot provide
laundry facilities.

RATES

(PER PERSON)
MAINE – U.S. DOLLARS
Bear Hunt With Hounds (2/1) (Maximum Hunter /Guide Ratio)
September – October (5 Day Hunt)
$2400.00
Bear Hunt Over Bait (5/1) (Maximum Hunter /Guide Ratio)
September (5 Day Hunt)
$1900.00
Deer Hunt (5/1) (Maximum Hunter /Guide Ratio)
Unguided October – November (5 Day Hunt)
Guided
November (5 Day Hunt) $ 900.00

$ 800.00

Bobcat Hunts With Hounds (2/1) (Maximum Hunter /Guide Ratio)
December – January (6 Day Hunt)
$2200.00
Moose Hunt (by permit system) (1/1) (Maximum Permittee /Guide Ratio)
Oct. or Nov. Permittee (6 Day Hunt) $2200.00
Sub-permittee (6 Day Hunt) $ 1050.00
Non-hunting/Non-Fishing Companions

$ 900.00

NEW BRUNSWICK –U.S. DOLLARS
Bear Hunt Over Bait (3/1) (Maximum Hunter /Guide Ratio)
May – Mid June (5 Day Hunt) $1900.00
2nd Bear Opportunity - $950 (Plus 2nd license fee)
Sport Fishing Package (Maximum 3 Fishermen per Boat)
May – Mid June (5 Day Trip) See step pricing
PRICE: - $900.00(Party of 3 or more) $950.00(Party of 2)

$1000.00(Party of 1)

All above packages include meals, lodging, *travel to & from hunting areas and guides.

*Except unguided deer hunts and ﬁshing. NO GATE OR HIDDEN FEES.
PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE LICENSE FEES OR TIPS
Summer cabin rentals are available during June and July only. There are hundreds of miles of unrestricted ATV riding right from your cabin door!
• $35 per night per person (children under 5 – no charge)
• Boat, Motor and Gas – additional $70 (per day per boat)
NON-REFUNDABLE DEPOSITS
Fall & Spring Bait Hunts ...................................................................... $950.00
Bear Hunts with Hounds .................................................................... $1200.00
Bobcat Hunts with Hounds ................................................................ $1100.00
Moose ................................................................................................. $1100.00
Deer ...................................................................................................... $450.00
Fishing Package ...................................................................................... $450.00
Non-hunting/Non-ﬁshing companions ................................................. $450.00
We require 50% down for the deposit on the trip booked.
All deposits can be paid in TWO installments – 50% at booking / 50% within 45 days.

Note: When booking for the following year – 2nd deposit is not due until
January 1st of the calendar year hunt is scheduled in.
Accepting VISA and MASTERCARD.
Cash Pricing Listed Above
A 4% processing fee will be charged for all credit card payments.
COPYRIGHT © 2002-2019 BY STONY BROOK OUTFITTERS

RETURN THIS PORTION WITH DEPOSIT

Credit Card Number __________________________________________ Expiration Date _________________ Code_________
Name ____________________________________________________
Email Address ___________________________________
Mailing Address ______________________________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________________________________________State ___________ Zip _______________
Signature ________________________________________________
Phone Number __________________________________

Please accept my reservation for the week of ________________________________ through ________________________________
( month / day / year )
( month / day / year )
Type of Hunt
J Maine ______ Stony Brook Lodge
No. of people in my party _______ Hunting ______ Fishing ______ Other
J Canada ______ Sunset View Lodge
Total Cost: $ _______ Enclosed is my deposit of $ _________ (Non-Refundable)

RESERVATION FORM
Bob Parker • (207) 778-4077 • 55 Morrison Hill Road, Wilton, ME 04294
Please make all checks payable to Bob Parker.

_______ Stony Brook Lodge – Wilton, Maine
_______ Sunset View Lodge – McAdam, NB
Date of Trip: From: ____________ to _____________
Type of Trip __________________________ Total Cost ____________
Record of payments:
Date: ________________________
Payment Type: ________________________
Amount: ________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
Keep for your records

Stony Brook Outﬁtters
PAYMENT RECORD
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